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	Applications of Biotechnology in Oncology collects key writings by Kewal K. Jain on the most important contributions of biotechnology to cancer research, particularly to the molecular diagnosis of cancer and drug delivery in cancer for personalized management of patients. Basics of various “omics” technologies and their application in oncology are described as oncogenomics and oncoproteomics. This detailed volume also explores molecular diagnostics, nanobiotechnology, cell and gene therapies, as well as personalized oncology. With approximately one thousand selected references from recent literature on this topic and numerous tables and figures, Applications of Biotechnology in Oncology serves as an ideal reference for oncologists, scientists involved in research on cancer biology, and physicians in various specialties who deal with cancer.
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Pulling Strings with Puppet: Configuration Management Made EasyApress, 2008
Competent system administrators know their success hinges upon being able to perform often tedious tasks with rigor and punctuality. Such metrics are often achieved only by instituting a considerable degree of automation, something that has become even more crucial as IT environments continue to scale both in terms of size and complexity. One of...
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Infertility in the Modern World: Present and Future Prospects (Biosocial Society Symposium Series)Cambridge University Press, 2001

	As we enter the twenty-first century, a number of medical, environmental, and social changes have profoundly affected human reproduction. This book discusses some of the more dramatic changes in an accessible manner, illustrating the ways in which human biology and culture can affect fertility. It provides a unique interdisciplinary...
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Programmed Cell Death in Cancer Progression and Therapy (Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology)Springer, 2008

	Programmed cell death (PCD) plays pivotal roles in tumor progression, cancer therapeutics and resistance of tumor cells to therapy. With the discovery of key mechanisms that are involved in mediating PCD and in promoting resistance to therapy, design of therapeutic approaches for promoting tumor-selective cell death has risen dramatically....
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Introduction to Residential LayoutArchitectural Press, 2007
Accessible guide to theory and practice of residential design.     

       Introduction to Residential Layout is ideal for students and practitioners of urban design, planning, engineering, architecture and landscape seeking a comprehensive guide to the theory and practice of designing and laying out residential areas.
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Mastering SaltStackPackt Publishing, 2015

	Take charge of SaltStack to automate and configure enterprise-grade environments


	About This Book

	
		Automate tasks effectively, so that your infrastructure can run itself
	
		Take advantage of cloud-based services that can expand the capabilities of your own data centers
	
		Tackle...
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Perl Best PracticesO'Reilly, 2005
Many programmers code by instinct, relying on convenient habits or a
 "style" they picked up early on. They aren't conscious of all the
 choices they make, like how they format their source, the names they use
 for variables, or the kinds of loops they use. They're focused entirely
 on problems...
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